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Collective phenomena in defect crystals
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We investigate the effects of interactions between substitutional defects on the properties of defect crystals
at low temperatures, where defect motion is governed by quantum effects. Both thermal and dynamical
properties are considered. The influence of interactions on defect motion is described via a collective effect.
Our treatment is semiclassical in the sense that we analyze collective effects in a classical setting, and analyze
the influence on quantized defect motion only thereafter. Our theory describes a crossover to glassy behavior
at sufficiently high defect concentration. Our approach is meant to be general. For the sake of definiteness, we
evaluate most of our results with parameters appropriate for Li-doped KCl crystals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interacting quantum impurities occur in various system
such as spin glasses, magnetic systems with random
plings, and ionic crystals with substitutional defects. S
glasses have been studied as a prominent example for
tems far from thermal equilibrium. Though real spin glass
are of a quantum nature, most theoretical approaches rel
classical models. Work on true quantum spin glasses
been mainly directed towards elucidating the nature of
phase transition to a frozen low-temperature state an
studying the influence of quantum fluctuations on the or
parameter~for a recent review, see Ref. 1!. Likewise with
quantum ferromagnets.2 Theoretical work has concentrate
on the quantum phase transition that occurs atT50. In dis-
ordered quantum ferromagnets, additional interest st
from the fact that rare fluctuations of the disorder configu
tions leading to Griffiths singularities have a much stron
effect in the presence of quantum fluctuations than in
corresponding classical systems.1 Pertinent experiments hav
been performed on the diluted dipolar Ising magn
LiHocY12cF4, 3 which exhibits both magnetic and spin-gla
order, depending on the concentrationc of Ho ions. Agree-
ment between experiment and theory for this system is, h
ever, still not in a satisfactory state.

Early work on ionic crystals with substitutional impur
ties, such as lithium or cyanide in various alkali halid
(KCl:Li, KBr:CN, . . . ), focused on the therma
properties;4,5 experimental findings at high concentration i
dicated the relevance of the dipolar interactions.6 More re-
cently, sensitive echo measurements gave precise info
tion on pairs of interacting impurities that occur at lo
doping.7 At impurity concentrations of a few hundred ppm
the dipolar couplings destroy the coherent motion of
impurities.8 Though a few questions would seem settled,9 the
role of interaction, especially the dynamical aspects, is
controversial.10–13

At still higher concentration, one obtains mixed crysta
that show glassy behavior with respect to the rotational m
tion of the impurities, such as KBr(12c)(CN)c ,14 or
(MF2)(12c)(LF3)c , with M5Ca,Sr,Ba. For this latter ex
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~18!/12069~13!/$15.00
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ample of mixed fluorite crystals,15 the coupled density of
states of the impurity degrees of freedom was deduced f
Raman spectra, at concentrationsc50.0520.45.

In the present paper, we study the consequences of in
actions between substitutional defects for the low-T proper-
ties of defect crystals. We are interested in describing
effects of interactions on quantized defect motion, as wel
in analyzing the crossover to glassy behavior at sufficien
high defect concentration. Interactions may be of an elec
dipolar nature, or mediated by elastic strain fields.

We considerN impurities that are randomly distributed o
a lattice withN0 sites. The defect concentrationc5N/N0 is
usually much smaller than unity; the most interesting phys
typically occurs in a range fromc51025 to a few percent.

The impurity Hamiltonian comprises a one-partic
crystal-field potential that is identical for each defect, and
interaction term that reflects the random configuration on
host lattice. The one-particle potential for a given impurity
written most conveniently in terms of local coordinates. F
Li impurities in a KCl host, these coordinates could be ch
sen asvi5Ri2Ri

0 , whereRi is the impurity position at the
lattice siteRi

0 . Tunneling arises from degenerate minima
off-center positions of the crystal-field potentialG(vi). The
local displacementuvi u is significantly smaller than the lattic
constant. For other systems, thevi might describe orienta-
tional degrees of freedom of a defect molecule.

In a dipole approximation, the interaction of impuritiesi
and j is linear in the local variablesvi andvj and involves a
coupling parameterJi j . It may arise from electric dipole
momentspi5qvi , or from elastic quadrupole moments;
both cases the interaction parameterJi j is proportional to the
inverse cube of the impurity distancer i j 5uRi

02Rj
0u, that is

Ji j ;r i j
23 .

In our investigation of collective effects we shall, in wh
follows, resort to a simplified description in terms of an e
fectivescalarmean-field analysis that consists of the follow
ing approximations.~i! The dependence ofJi j on the relative
angles ofvi , vj , and (Ri

02Rj
0), is simplified to two possible

signs.~ii ! The local coordinatesvi are replaced by the one
dimensional scalar variablesv i , the one-particle crystal-field
potential byG(v i), and the dipolar interaction byJi j v iv j . In
this scalar version, the impurity Hamiltonian takes the fo
12 069 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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H5(
i

pi
2

2m
1U int~$v i%! ~1!

with

U int~$v i%!52
1

2 (
iÞ j

Ji j v iv j1(
i

G~v i !. ~2!

The distributionP0 of dipolar couplingsJi j can be evaluated
for spacingsr i j much larger than the lattice constant, i.e., f
small impurity concentrationc!1. In a continuum approxi-
mation, theJi j ;r i j

23 scaling translates into

P0~Ji j !5
1

2~N021!

Jmax

Ji j
2

, ~3!

for Jmax/N0<uJi j u<Jmax. The factor1
2 accounts for the two

possible signs ofJi j . The upper boundJmax is determined by
the interaction of closest neighbors

Jmax5
3q2

4pee0r min
3

, ~4!

where we have used the form of the dipole momentpi
5qv i . ~Note thatr min is of the order of the lattice spacing!
Since we have replaced the dipolar interaction in three
mensions by the simpler expressionJi j v iv j , the numerical
constant in Eq.~4! is to some extent arbitrary. Using a di
ferent scheme13 we would obtain 2/3 instead of the facto
3/4p. Because of theJi j ;r i j

23 scaling, the lower bound
Jmax/N0 gives the coupling of impurities whose distance
of the order of the sample size.~iii ! Lastly, we neglect the
distance dependence of the couplings and approximate
random-site character of the defect problem by a mean-fi
model with randomly distributed all-to-all connections. In
further simplifying step, theJi j distribution is taken to be o
the Gaussian form

P~Ji j !5A N

2p

1

J
expS 2

NJi j
2

2J2 D , ~5!

with zero meanJi j 50 and finite second moment,

Ji j
2 5J2/N, ~6!

which is determined in such a way that it coincides with th
of the actual distribution functionP0(Ji j ),

E dJi j Ji j
2 P0~Ji j !5

1

N0
Jmax

2 . ~7!

When settingJ2/N5Jmax
2 /N0 and usingc5N/N0, we obtain

the scaling of the parameterJ with defect concentrationc,

J5AcJmax. ~8!

The Gaussian distributionP is roughly constant foruJi j u
smaller thanJ/AN and vanishes rapidly for higher value
whereas the more precise functionP0 shows a power-law
behavior. We repeat that, with Eq.~8!, their second moment
are identical.
i-
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Within our scalar approximation, we take crystal symm
tries into account by demanding that the one-particle pot
tial satisfies the conditionG(v i)5G(2v i). More specifi-
cally we chooseG(v i) to exhibit degenerate minima at finit
displacementv i56a. As the simplest choice of an on-sit
potential with these properties we use

G~v !5g~v22a2!2. ~9!

The coupling constantg is chosen in such a way that th
tunnel splitting D0 for impurities moving in an isolated
double well of the form~9! reproduces experimentally ob
served results for the lowest excitation energy of an isola
defect. E.g., in the case of7Li in a KCl host, one would
requireD0.1.1 K, given a value ofa.0.7 Å.

Due to the simplifications introduced above, the intera
tion energy~2! of the defect Hamiltonian has been made
resemble that of the SK spin-glass model,16 albeit one with
continuous degrees of freedom rather than Ising spins. M
els of this type have recently been proposed as candidate
describing low-temperature anomalies of glassy and am
phous systems. Indeed, it has been shown17,18 that a frus-
trated interaction of the form considered here is able to p
duce a potential energy landscape comprising an ensemb
single- and double-well configurations—the latter with
broad distribution of asymmetries and, in the translationa
invariant case, also barrier heights, even if one starts out w
single-site potentialsG(v) which area priori of single well
form.

Our model of interacting impurities can be analyzed e
actly within mean-field theory, i.e., a self-consistent rep
sentation of the interaction energy as a sum of effect
single-site potential energies

U int~$v i%!→(
i

Ueff~v i ! ~10!

becomes exact in the thermodynamic limit. The ensemble
effective single-site potentialsUeff(v i) represents the poten
tial energy landscape of the system of interacting defects
will be found to containrandomlyvarying parameters whos
distribution can becomputed.17 By quantizing the defect mo
tion within the collectively determined ensemble of effecti
single-site potentialsUeff(v i), one finally obtains a semiclas
sical description of interaction effects on the behavior
quantum impurities.

We have organized the remainder of our material as
lows. In Sec. II we analyze the potential energy landscap
the interacting system within mean-field theory. The analy
follows a proposal previously advocated for glasses.17 Sec-
tion III describes the analytic solution of the mean-fie
theory in the weak-coupling regime. Thermodynamic con
quences of interaction effects are explored in Sec. IV, a
simplifying features of two-state and WKB approximatio
are discussed in Sec. V. Section VI is devoted to dyna
effects, in particular to a computation of the distribution
relaxation rates, and to an analysis of the dynamic susce
bility. We discuss our results in some detail in Sec. V
comparing them with those of complementary approach
and with experiments, and close with a brief summary
Sec. VIII.
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II. MAPPING OUT THE POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE

To map out the potential energy surface of the interact
system,17 one computes the configurational free energy

f N~b!52~bN!21 ln E )
i

dv i exp@2bU int~$v i%!#,

~11!

using replica theory to average over the ensemble of ran
Ji j matrices, so as to gettypical results. TheT50 limit is
eventually taken to select one of the~possibly many! classi-
cal ground-state configurations of the interacting system

As announced above, a mean-field decoupling produc
collection of independent single-sitepotentialsUeff(v i) with
random parameters~which are comparable to randomly var
ing local fields in the context of spin glasses!. Technically,
this decoupling within replica theory can be seen as
method for the self-consistent determination of the distri
tion of these random parameters.

We shall not repeat here the details of such a calculat
as they follow standard lines of reasoning.19 One obtains
f (b)5 limn→0f n(b) for the quenched free energy, with

n fn~b!5
1

4
bJ2 (

a,b
qa,b

2 2b21 lnE )
a

dva

3exp@2bUeff~$va%!#. ~12!

Here

Ueff~$va%!52
1

2
bJ2(

a,b
qabv

avb1(
a

G~va! ~13!

is an effective replicated single-site potential, and the or
parametersqab5N21( i^v i

av i
b& are determined as solution

of the fixed-point equations

qab5^vavb&, a,b51, . . . ,n, ~14!

where angular brackets denote a Gibbs average corresp
ing to the effective replica potential~13!, and where it is
understood that the limitn→0 is eventually to be taken.

We are, in what follows, going to solve the se
consistency equations only within the so-called replica sy
metric ~RS! ansatz for order parameters

qaa5q̂, qab5q, a5” b. ~15!

The two order parameters of the RS ansatz must satisfy

q̂5^^v2&&z , q5^^v&2&z , ~16!

in which ^ . . . &z denotes an average over a zero-mean u
variance Gaussianz, while ^ . . . & without subscript is a
Gibbs average generated by the effective replica-symme
single-site potential

URS~v !52JAqzv2 1
2 J2Cv21G~v ! ~17!

with C5b(q̂2q). The RS single-site potential contains
Gaussian random variablez. A sum of single-site potentials
randomly drawn from the RS Gaussian ensemble~17! con-
stitutes the mean-field representation~10! of the potential
energy landscape in terms of an ensemble of effective sin
g
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site potentials. Before analyzing this ensemble in greater
tail, let us note its two most salient features.

First, due to a collective effect mediated by the intera
tion, there is a systematic deepening of the double-w
crystal-field potential experienced by the defects. Seco
there is an induced distribution of asymmetries owing to
linear contribution toURS(v). Note that the deepening of th
double-well potential will in particular give rise to a reno
malization of the tunnel splitting:D0→D̃0,D0, reducing the
smallest excitation energy that occurs in the system of t
neling impurities. However, due to the spectrum of asymm
tries there will also be a spread of excitation energies
wards larger values, as we shall describe in greater de
below.

Either of the fixed point equations forq̂ or q above may
be replaced by one forC5b(q̂2q)

C5
1

JAq
K d

dz
^v&L

z

5
1

JAq
^z^v&&z , ~18!

which turns out to aquire a finite value in theb→` limit that
is of interest to us here. The RS free energy is

f RS~b!5
1

4
J2C~ q̂1q!2b21K ln E dv exp@2bURS~v !# L

z

.

~19!

As theb→` limit is taken, Gibbs averages generated
URS(v) are dominated by the value~s! of v which minimize
URS(v), which we denote byv̂5 v̂(z) ~displaying its depen-
dence on the value of the Gaussianz). An immediate conse-
quence is thatq̂5q in this limit, provided thatq5” 0. The
T50 fixed point equations are then

q̂5q5^v̂~z!2&z , C5
1

JAq
K d

dz
v̂~z!L

z

~20!

with v̂5 v̂(z) minimizing URS(v), i.e., to be determined a
the appropriate solution~s! of

G8~ v̂ !5JAqz1J2Cv̂, ~21!

the prime denoting differentiation with respect tov. The so-
lution v̂(z) of Eq. ~21! is a smooth function ofz, except at
z50 wherev̂(z) has a jump discontinuity, owing to the fac
that among the solutions of Eq.~21! we have to choose the
one corresponding to theabsoluteminimum of URS. For z
Þ0 then, we obtain

d

dz
v̂~z!5

JAq

G9~ v̂ !2J2C . ~22!

Taking the jump discontinuity ofv̂(z), hence thed-function
singularity of itsz derivative atz50 into account, we obtain
the following form of the fixed point equation forC:

C5K 1

G9~ v̂ !2J2CL
z

1
D v̂~0!

JA2pq
, ~23!
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whereD v̂(0) denotes the size of the jump ofv̂ at z50. The
T50 limit of the free energy, i.e., the internal energyu is

u5 1
4 J2C~ q̂1q!1^URS„v̂~z!…&z . ~24!

Owing to symmetry, the fixed-point equations always ad
a q50 solution. In a situation whereG(v) is of the double-
well form ~with minima at 6a), however, only theq5” 0
solution is thermodynamically acceptable asT→0. Using
the fixed-point equations, we find that the internal energy
given by

u52J2Cq̂1^G„v̂~z!…&z . ~25!

in this limit.

III. THE LOW-CONCENTRATION OR WEAK-COUPLING
REGIME

The weak-coupling~low-concentration! limit is formally
defined by the inequalityJa2/ga4!1. It states that typica
interaction energies are much smaller than the bare clas
barrier height of the on-site potentialG(v). In this limit, one
has approximatelyv̂(z).ã sgn(z) for moderate values of the
Gaussianz, henceq̂5q.ã2 andC.J21A2/p. Here6ã de-
notes the coordinates of the minima ofURS(v) at z50, that
is

ã5aS 11A2

p

J

4ga2D 1/2

. ~26!

In the weak-coupling limit, therefore, the effective single-s
potential experienced by the defects is of the form

URS~v !52Jãzv2
J

A2p
v21G~v !, ~27!

exhibiting both the systematic deepening of the double-w
potential experienced by the defects, and the induced di
bution of asymmetries due to the linear contribution
URS(v) mentioned above. Both scale linearly withJ, hence
with the square root of the defect concentration in the l
concentration regime@see Eq.~8!#.

As Fig. 1 shows, the results of the low-concentration
proximation agree fairly well with those of a full numeric
solution of the fixed-point equations for all concentrations
interest.

IV. THERMODYNAMICS AT LOW TEMPERATURES

The contribution of the defects to the thermodynamics
the system at low temperatures is dominated by quan
effects. That is, one has to consider the quantized motio
the defects in the effective single-site potentials given by
~17! or by their weak-coupling approximations~27!. The first
task therefore consists in determining the energy levelsEn
and the corresponding eigenstatescn for the ensemble of the
effective single-site Hamiltonians

Heff5
p2

2m
1URS~v !. ~28!
it
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This done, one may proceed to compute the densities
state. Normalized with respect to the total numberN0 of
lattice sites, this gives

rn~E!5c^d~E2Ẽn!&z , ~29!

where Ẽn5En2E0. The defect contribution to the specifi
heat in the same normalization gives

C5ckBb2^^Heff
2 &2^Heff&

2&z , ~30!

in which now

^ . . . &5
Tr~ . . . !exp~2bHeff!

Tr exp~2bHeff!
. ~31!

Another quantity of interest is the static~dielectric! suscep-
tibility, originating from the interaction of the defect dipole
with an external fieldE, Hext52qE( iv i . The static Kubo
formula gives

x5cbq2K ^vmm
2 &2^vmm&2

2
1

Zeff
(

mÞn

e2bEm2e2bEn

bEm2bEn
vmn

2 L
z

. ~32!

The vmn5(cn ,vcm) denote matrix elements of the positio
operator between the various eigenstates of the effec
Hamiltonian Heff , and Zeff is the canonical partition sum
generated by it.

As shown in Fig. 2, the lowest band of excitation ene
gies, originating from tunneling excitations in the ensem
of asymmetric double-well potentials extends to much low
energies than the other excitations. The latter are relate
harmonic excitations about the two minima ofG with ener-
gies\v0 only beyond 100 K. The pair of bands with pea
near 99 and 125 K again corresponds to a pair of sta
mixed due to tunneling between the wells. The other t

FIG. 1. Test of the low-concentration approximation. The upp
set of curves:q is a lower set of curves:JC is given as functions of
the defect concentrationc. The dashed lines give the results of th
low-concentration approximation and the full curves give the n
merical solutions of the full fixed-point equations.
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PRB 62 12 073COLLECTIVE PHENOMENA IN DEFECT CRYSTALS
bands~with peaks near 192 and 260 K correspond to sta
with energies above the barrier.

Tunneling excitations within the space spanned by
oscillator ground states in the two wells will dominate t
low-temperature physics. This is nicely seen in the spec
heat data exhibited in Fig. 3. Notice that the Schottky pea
low concentration is modified through interaction effects.
c is increased beyond 1000 ppm, a range of temperat
develops where the specific heat starts to show a linear
perature dependence much like in glasses. This is due to
fact that the density of states corresponding to the~lowest
band of! tunneling excitations shown in Fig. 2 becom
nearly constant in the energy rangeD̃0,E,AcJmaxa

2,
which covers a large range of energies, as the concentra
is sufficiently increased; see Fig. 4 which also exhibits
renormalization of the tunneling matrix element towar
lower energies due to interaction effects.

FIG. 2. Density of states for the five lowest lying excitatio
energies atc510 ppm.

FIG. 3. Specific heat as a function of temperature forc51, 10,
100, and 1000 ppm~bottom to top!. The influence of higher orde
excitations is seen only at temperatures above 10 K. The da
curve is a Schottky peak.
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In the static susceptibility plotted in Fig. 5, no significa
contribution of higher-order excitations is detectable~on the
scale of the figure! at all, even up to temperatures as high
60 K. The same quantity evaluated in a two-state approxim
tion would be indistinguishable from what is shown he
Note that the concentration dependence at low temperat
is proportional toc at low concentrations, but crosses over
a Ac behavior at larger concentrations. We shall return
this in greater detail later on.

V. TWO-STATE APPROXIMATION

At low temperatures,kBT!\v0, only the two lowest ly-
ing states are significantly populated. For a sufficiently h
barrier they can be constructed in terms of a basis of poc
states uL& and uR& that are localized about the potenti
minima at6ã of the two wells.

The corresponding Hamilton matrix reads

ed

FIG. 4. Density of states for the lowest band of tunneling ex
tations atc51, 10, 100, and 1000 ppm~bottom to top!.

FIG. 5. Static susceptibility as a function of temperature for
same concentrations as in Fig. 3.
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H5
1

2 S D D̃0

D̃0 2D
D , ~33!

where the off-diagonal elements are given by the renorm
ized tunnel energy. The diagonal entries account for
asymmetry energy between the two wells,D5@URS(2ã)
2URS(ã)#; with Eq. ~27! we find

D52Jã2z[D̄z. ~34!

The two-state Hamiltonian is easily diagonalized. Its eig
values are given by6 1

2 E with

E5AD̃0
21D2, ~35!

the corresponding eigenstatesu6& may be written in terms of
a mixing angle tanf5D̃0 /D,

u1&5cosfuL&1sinfuR&,

u2&5sinfuL&2cosfuR&. ~36!

Note that the asymmetry energyD is linear in the Gauss
ian variablez; its distribution law is thus given by

PD~D!5
1

A2pD̄
expS 2

D2

2D̄2D . ~37!

As a consequence, both the two-state energy splittingE and
the mixing anglef are spread over a range determined
this distribution function.

The resulting density of states for the lowest band of
citation energies@r(E)5r1(E) in the notation of Sec. IV#

r~E!5c^d~E2AD̃0
21D2!&z ~38!

is easily calculated. As is obvious from Eq.~35!, we have
r(E)50 for E,D̃0; at larger energies it is determined b
the distribution of asymmetries, so

r~E!5c
2E

AE22D̃0
2

PD~AE22D̃0
2! ~39!

for E>D̃0, and shows a square-root singularity forE→D̃0;
the prefactor 2 is due to the restrictionE.0.

At very low concentration, the width ofPD(D) is much
smaller than the tunnel energyD̃0, and r(E) is sharply
peaked aboutD̃0. As soon as the typical interaction energ
D̄.2Ja2 exceeds the tunnel energyD̃0 , r(E) is well ap-
proximated by a Gaussian aboveD̃0. It remains to compute
the renormalized tunnel energyD̃0.

With respect to the computation ofD̃0, we have looked at
two variants. In the first, bothD0 and its renormalized value
D̃0 are computed exactly by solving the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion of the impurity moving in the appropriate crystal-fie
potential, i.e.,G(v) for the former, and the renormalize
potential G̃(v)52(J/A2p)v21G(v) for the latter. As
mentioned above, the first computation is actually used to
the couplingg in Eq. ~9! so as to reproduce the experime
l-
n

-

y

-

x

tally observed value, e.g.,D0.1.1 K for 7Li in KCl. With
parameters appropriate for the KCl:7Li example, this re-
quires a potential with bare barrier heightga4.174 K.

In the second variant, bothD0 and its renormalized value
D̃0 are computed within a WKB approximation. The ba
tunneling matrix element is in this setting usually para
etrized as

D05\v0 exp~2l! ~40!

with

l5dA2mVB /\2, ~41!

and parameters derived from the bare on-site potentialG and
the massm of the tunneling particle—the frequencyv0

5A8ga2/m of harmonic oscillations about the minima ofG,
the distanced52a between the minima, and the heightVB
5ga42\v0/2 of the classical barrier above ground state
the two wells. Once more, this first calculation would
used to fix the coupling constantg of the bare potential~9!.
Within this approximation, the classical barrier required
reproduce the bare tunneling energy reported for KCl:7Li is
ga4.84 K, i.e., only approximatelyhalf the value obtained
from the numerically exact analysis. Therenormalizedtun-
neling matrix element is computed in the same way, exc
that parameters are computed from the renormalized on
potential. This gives

ṽ05v0ã/a,

ṼB5VB1
1

2
FA2

p
Ja21\v0S 12

ã

a
D G , ~42!

d̃52ã,

to lowest order in small parameters~with ã/a.1
1J/(4A2pga2).

The renormalized tunnel energyD̃05\ṽ0e2l̃, with

l̃5d̃A2mṼB /\2 ~43!

may thus be expressed as

D̃05D0A11«e2d. ~44!

Here

«5A2

p

Ja2

4ga4
~45!

and

d5l
«

2 S 112
ga4

VB
2

\v0

4VB
D1O~«2!, ~46!

the latter quantity being evaluated in the weak-coupling
proximation,Ja2!ga4 which is always appropriate for th
case at hand. If, moreover, the barrier is assumed to be h
\v0!VB , so that there are many oscillator levels betwe
the potential minima atv.6a and the top of the barrier a
v50, the expression simplifies to
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d.l
3«

2
5l

3

8
A2

p

Ja2

ga4
.Ac3A2

p

Jmaxa
2

\v0
, ~47!

in which corrections involving powers ofJa2/ga4 and
\v0 /ga4 have been neglected. There is no restriction on
ratio Ja2/\v0. It turns out, however, that in the KCl:Li cas
the ratio\v0 /ga4 is roughly 1.2, thusnot small, so that the
corresponding simplifications are not available. Figure
compares the ratioD̃0 /D0 evaluated numerically and via th
WKB approximation~40!, ~41!, and ~44!–~46!. The renor-
malization of the tunnel energy becomes noticeable when
concentration exceeds 100 ppm, a concentration at which
typical asymmetryD̄ becomes comparable with the vibr
tional energy\v0 in the two wells; the renormalization ef
fect is, however, overestimated within the WKB approxim
tion.

In the two-state approximation, specific-heat and sta
susceptibility are given by

C5ckBE dE r~E!
~bE/2!2

cosh2~bE/2!
~48!

and

x5cb~qã!2K ~D/E!2

cosh2~bE/2!
12kBT

D̃0
2

E3
tanh~bE/2!L

z

,

~49!

respectively. The results are valid as long as temperatu
much smaller than the librational energy\v0. In Eq.~49! we
have also introduced the usual approximate representa

v5ãsz of the position operator in a basis of pocket stat
This latter approximation is the largest source of errors in
expression~49! for the susceptibility in that it overestimate
matrix elements by roughly 10%. It turns out that this ha

FIG. 6. The ratioD̃0 /D0 as a function of concentration; th
exact evaluation~full line! and the WKB approximation~dashed
line!.
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noticeable effect only on an overall prefactor~at least for
isolated or weakly coupled defects!, but not on the tempera
ture dependence.

VI. DYNAMICS

A. Phonon damping

The interaction of an impurity at sitei with elastic waves
is described by the coupling potential

g«v i /a, ~50!

with the elastic deformation potentialg, the reduced coordi-
natev i /a, and the phonon strain field

«5(
q,s
A \

2V%vqs
qi~bqs2bqs

† !, ~51!

where% is the mass density of the host crystal, andq labels
the wave vector of three acoustic phonon branchess. There
is ample evidence that the defect-phonon coupling is we
therefore, it may be treated in first Born approximation.

All dynamic information may be obtained from the two
time correlation function

G~ t !5~1/2̂ v2&!^v~0!v~ t !1v~ t !v~0!&, ~52!

with the normalization conditionG(0)51. At low tempera-
tures, we may use the two-state approximation. We s
here restrict ourselves to the simplified representationv
5ãsz of the position operator in the basis of pocket states
introduced above; it is sufficiently precise to give qualit
tively reliable results.

The theory of a weakly damped two-state system has b
derived in many places; here we merely quote the result
the correlation function,

G~ t !5
D̃0

2

E2
cos~Et/\!e2(1/2)Gt1

D2

E2
@~12Q!e2Gt1Q#,

~53!

with Q5tanh(bE/2)2 and the one-phonon damping rate

G5
1

2p

3g2

\4%vs
5 D̃0

2E coth~bE/2!. ~54!

Herevs denotes the sound velocity.G(t) determines the lin-
ear response of a two-state system with dipole momenp

5qasz , tunnel energyD̃0, and asymmetryD. There are
several interesting issues arising from the above model.

First, the Gaussian distribution for the biasD leads to a
distribution of resonance energiesE and relaxation ratesG.

Second, because of the variation of the typical asymme
D̄ with concentrationc, the relaxation behavior of the impu
rities changes significantly with increasingc. From Eq.~53!
it is immediately clear that there is no significant relaxati
contribution forD̄!D̃0, i.e., at low concentration. In the op
posite caseD̄@D̃0, the oscillatory~resonant! part of G(t) is
insignificant, and the relaxation term governs the impur
dynamics.
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Third, the temperature factor of the relaxation contrib
tion, 12Q5cosh(bE/2)22, vanishes at very low tempera
tureskBT!E, whereas it tends towards unity at higherT and
large concentration.

B. Rate distribution

Recent measurements of the dielectric constant of KCL
revealed relaxational motion of the lithium impurities ov
several decades in the kHz range.8 Such a broad relaxation
spectrum is characteristic for disordered system in gene
Therefore, we discuss in some detail the distribution of
laxation rates

PG~G!5
1

N (
i

d~G2G i !. ~55!

In our two-state model there is only one variable,D5zD̄,
which is entirely determined by the Gaussian distribution
z and the constantD̄; cf. Eq. ~35!.

We give explicitly the rate distribution at zero temper
ture, because of its simplicity and since it shows the esse
features. AtT50, Eq. ~54! gives

G5
G̃0

D̃0

E ~56!

with

G̃05
D̃0

3

D0
3
G0 and G05

1

2p

3g2

\4%vs
5 D0

3 . ~57!

Hence, except for scales, the rate distribution is at the p
ently chosen level of description basically equivalent to
density of states in the two-level approximation. Substitut
the Gaussian variablez appearing in the energyE, we find

PG~G!5
1

A2p

D̃0

D̄G̃0

2G

AG22G̃0
2

expF2
1

2

D̃0
2

D̄2G̃0
2
~G22G̃0

2!G
~58!

for G>G̃0.

Here,G̃0 is the minimum rate at finite doping. Accordin
to Eq. ~57!, it is reduced by a factorD̃0

3/D0
3 as compared to

the rate in the dilute limit,G0. Like the density of states
PG(G) contains a Gaussian factor and a square-root sin

larity at the minimum valueG̃0. The latter is of little rel-
evance, and the rate distribution is governed by the expon
tial in Eq. ~58!. We point out the most salient features of t
rate distribution.

~i! For the low impurity concentration, we haveD̃0@D̄,
andPG(G) is a sharply peaked function with the lower cuto

G̃0. In the dilute limitc→0, the distribution tends towards
d function atG0. However, already at concentrations as lo
as 1 ppm, the rate distribution has a visible tail towa
higher rates due to the presence of asymmetries~see Fig. 7!.

~ii ! In the opposite case of high doping, the maximu
asymmetry exceeds by far the reduced tunnel energy,D̃0

!D̄. As a consequence, the Gaussian factor in Eq.~58! leads
-

i

al.
-

f

ial

s-
e
g

u-

n-

s

to a wide distribution that is almost constant between

lower boundG̃0 and the effective upper cutoff (D̄/D̃0)G̃0.

~iii ! The lower bound of the distribution,G̃0, depends on
the impurity concentration. In the dilute case, the tunnel
ergy is given by the bare valueD0. Yet at finite concentra-
tion, the renormalization of the tunnel energy reduces
rate by the factorD̃0

3/D0
3. At c50.01, the minimum rate is by

roughly one order of magnitude smaller than in the dilu
case.~The WKB approximation predicts more than two o
ders of magnitude; see Fig. 6!. Thus interaction leads to bot
slow and very fast relaxation, as compared to the low-dop
case.

Figure 7 shows the evolution from low to high dopin
For concentrations up to 100 ppm, the curves have the s
shape as those for the density of states~as predicted within
the two-level approximation using the pocket state appro
mation for the position operator. The curve for 1000 pp
develops a different shape at high rates, because the po
state representation of the position operator becomes less
less precise at large asymmetries~compare Figs. 7 and 4!.

C. Dynamic susceptibility

Experimental investigations of the two-state dynamics
terms of elastic or dielectric response function involve t
dynamical susceptibility x(v)5x8(v)1 ix9(v), whose
spectral function

x9~v!5c
2

\
tanh~b\v/2!^G9~v!&z ~59!

is related to the average of the motional spectrumG9(v),
i.e., of the Fourier transform of Eq.~53!. @The additional
prefactor (qã)2 appearing in the susceptibility~49! and~32!
is due to the fact that in Secs. III and IV we have conside
an external field coupling to thedipole operator qv rather

than to a normalized position operatorv/A^v2& whose cor-
relator is considered in Eq.~52!#.

Here we give explicitly the real part that describes t
sound velocity or the reactive part of the dielectric functio

FIG. 7. Rate distribution atT50 for c51, 10, 100, and 1000
ppm.
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For relevant frequencies\v!D̃0 ~and relaxation rates a
typical concentrations satisfyingG i!D̃0) one has

x8~v!.
2

N0
(

i

D̃0
2

Ei
3

tanh~bEi /2!

1
b

N0
(

i

D i
2

Ei
2

cosh~bEi /2!22
G i

2

v21G i
2 ~60!

within the two-state approximation. There are two contrib
tions of different origin to the susceptibility. The first o
‘‘resonant’’ part is dominant in the dilute limit, where th
typical asymmetry is significantly smaller than the tunn
energy,D̄!D̃0. On the other hand, the second contributi
prevails at strong doping, whereD̄@D̃0.

In Fig. 8 we plotx8(v) as a function of temperature fo
various impurity concentrationsc. At low doping, the sus-
ceptibility is of the van Vleck type and hardly depends on
external frequency. The temperature variation is given by
occupation difference of the two levels, tanh(D̃0 /kT); accord-
ingly x8(v) is constant forkT,D̃0. At larger doping, pro-
nounced relaxational contributions occur, with peak po
tions strongly dependent on frequency.

The zero-temperature value ofx8 is a convenient measur
of the relevance of interaction effects. The temperature fa
in the relaxation contribution vanishes atT50, and one has

x85c
1

D̃0

^~11z2D̄2/D̃0
2!23/2&z . ~61!

The average overz can be written in terms of the confluen
hypergeometric functionU(a,b,x),

x85c
1

D̃0

1

A2n2
US 1

2
,0,

1

2n2D , ~62!

FIG. 8. The real part of the susceptibility as a function of te
perature atv510 kHz forc510, 100, 1000, and 10 000 ppm~bot-
tom to top!. For thec51000 ppm curve, the resonant~dashed! and
relaxational~dot-dashed! contributions are separately exhibited
well.
-

l

e
e

i-

or

where we have defined the dimensionless coupling param
n5(D̄/D̃0),

n5Ac2
Jmaxã

2

D̃0

.Ac2
Jmaxa

2

D̃0

[A c

c0
. ~63!

For weak doping, the asymmetryD̄ is much smaller than the
tunnel energy; withn!1 andU(1/2,0,1/2n2)'A2n we re-
cover the obvious resultx5c/D0. In the opposite case o
strong doping we haven@1 and U(1/2,0,1/n2)5u`

51.128 . . . . From Eq.~62! we thus obtain in the limiting
cases

x85H c/D̃0 for c!c0

c/D̄5u`Acc0/D̃0 for c@c0

. ~64!

The crossover occurs at a concentrationc0 where the
asymmetry attains the value of the tunnel energy,D̄'D̃0, or
n'1. Equation~62! yields

c05S D̃0

2Jmaxa
2D 2

. ~65!

Because of the concentration dependence ofD̃0 this is an
implicit equation for c0. With parameters appropriate fo
7KCl:Li as used before, one findsc05O(1026); compare
Fig. 9.

The relaxation contribution to Eq.~60! strongly depends
on the frequencyv and the ratesG i . Relaxation is most
efficient where the rate of thermal two-level systems
close to the external frequencyv; lowering the frequency
shifts the peak to lower temperatures. The relaxation pea
significantly broadened by the rate distribution~58!.

-
FIG. 9. Zero-temperature susceptibility as a function of the c

centration. The solid line gives the result of the present work,
dashed line is that of Ref. 13, i.e., Eq.~66!, and the dotted line
indicates noninteracting impurities. The full symbols indicate e
perimental data on KCl:6Li and KCl:7Li @20,9,6#, open symbols on
KCl:OH @6,21,22#, LiF:OH @21#, RbCl:OH @6#, NaCl:OH @21#. ~In
order to obtain comparable quantities for these various systems
plot the rescaled susceptibilitymx/x0 as a function of the dimen-
sionless quantitym that is linear inc.!
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VII. DISCUSSION

A. Crossover to relaxation

Broad spectra of energies and relaxation rates are cha
teristic for any disordered system. In the case of quan
impurities with dipolar interactions the broadening is tun
by the parametern, which measures the strength of the i
teraction in units of the tunnel energy and increases with
square root of the impurity concentrationc; cf. Eq. ~63!.

At low doping the motional spectrum is peaked about
bare tunnel frequencyD0 /\. The relaxation rates that ar
close toG0 as defined in Eq.~57! are of little importance,
since the weight of the zero-frequency feature of the susc
tibility is small. This changes as the impurity concentrati
reaches the valuec0, i.e., asn tends towards unity. Then th
average asymmetry energy is comparable to the tunnel
ergy; as a consequence, a strong relaxation peak eme
and both the density of statesr(E) and the rate distribution
PG(G) broaden; cf. Figs. 4 and 7.

The static part of the susceptibility atT50 provides the
clearest signature of this crossover to relaxation. In Fig. 9
compare the result of the present work~62! with that ob-
tained previously by one of us in a Mori projection schem13

x85x0

~A11m22m!2

A11m2
, ~66!

where the dimensionless coupling constant

m5c2
Jmaxa

2

D0
~67!

may be considered as the rescaled concentration.@The extra
factor 2 in Eq.~67! as compared to the definition in Ref. 1
is due to the fact that our convention for the coupling b
tween impurities differs from that used in Ref. 13 by a fac
1/2#. The susceptibility in the absence of interaction,x0
5c/D0, varies linearly with the concentration; in Fig. 9 it
indicated as a dotted line. Moreover, we have indicated
perimental data for various doped alkali halides.

At very low doping, both expressions~62! and ~66! are
linear in the concentration, as expected for noninterac
impurities, whereas at higher impurity density the dipo
interactions of the tunnel systems strongly reduce the sus
tibility. We discuss the differences of the theoretical resu
obtained from the present mean-field model~62! and the
Mori projection scheme~66!.

~i! Both parametersm andn are proportional to the ratio
of the maximum interactionJmaxa

2 and the tunnel energy. In
the present approach we found a square-root dependenn
}Ac, whereas projection scheme yields a linear lawm}c.
~Note that in the expression forn we have neglected th
weakc dependence ofD̃0.!

~ii ! As a consequence or these different powers, the cr
over to relaxation occurs at much higher concentration in
~66!, m'1 or c05D0 /Jmaxa

2; the present mean-field theor
yields, atn'1, the square of this quantity; cf. Eq.~65!.

~iii ! In the strong-doping limit, the susceptibility in Eq
~62! varies asx8}Ac; it still increases with concentration
whereas Eq.~66! results in a decrease,x8}c22.
ac-
m

e

e
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n-
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e

-
r

x-
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s

e

s-
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These discrepancies are easily traced back to the b
assumptions of the models. The present mean-field appro
relies on random couplings toall impurities. The character
istic interactionJ is given by the second moment of th
Gaussian distribution and thus is proportional to the squ
root of the concentration; cf. Eq.~8!.

In the previous Mori approach,13 the characteristic inter-
action is determined by a few nearest neighbors of a gi
impurity. ~Because of ther 23 dependence on the distance
the dipolar interaction and because of its random sign, ne
bors at larger distances contribute little to the field at a giv
site.! The r 23 law results in the linear variation ofJ with
concentration.

It should be noted that the square-root law~8! can be
modified by a change of the mean-field model in a man
that takes the dominant effect of the interactions of a de
with a few nearest neighbors into account. In a mean-fi
context this might be achieved by replacing the fully co
nected random interaction matrix by a sparse random ma
such as in the Viana-Bray model,23 in which typical interac-
tion scales may be chosen to scale linearly with the conc
tration. In the details, however, such a diluted mean-fi
model is much more complicated, requiring the introducti
of infinitely many order parameters.

B. Comparison with experiment

The most significant result of the present work consists
the crossover atc5c0 from coherent one-particle motion t
relaxation driven by the dipolar interaction.~The pre-factor
(D/E)2 of the relaxation feature in the susceptibility~60!
vanishes for zero interaction, whereas it tends towards u
in the strong-coupling limit.!

Such a crossover and the emergence of a relaxation p
in the motional spectrum have been observed for vari
impurity systems such as KCl:Li and NaCl:OH.9 As dis-
cussed above and shown in Fig. 9, the concentration de
dence of the susceptibility in the strong-doping limit o
tained in the present work,x8}Ac, differs from the previous
resultx8}c22 ~Ref. 13!. The data for the highest concentr
tions (m.0.1) clearly show the relevance of the dipolar i
teractions; the measured values are orders of magni
smaller than expected for noninteracting impurities.

In spite of their marked differences of the theoretical la
~62! and ~66!, the available data do not permit us a defin
statement on the power lawx}ca. Though Eq.~66! provides
a better fit at intermediate concentrations, 0.001,m,1, the
data do not settle the power law at high concentrations.~Un-
fortunately, presently available crystals do not satisfy
strong doping criterionm@1.! Moreover, it is rather a diffi-
cult matter to properly separate the relaxation contribut
for strongly doped crystals; thus the data points at the high
concentrations may well be too large. Further experiment
high densities would be most desirable, in view of the abo
discrepancy betweena5 1

2 in the present approach anda
522 from Ref. 13.

We now turn to the rate distribution plotted in Fig. 7, th
shows a strong broadening with rising concentration. Inde
the relaxation spectra observed at high concentrations
come very broad and develop a significant low-frequen
wing.8 On the other hand, specific-heat measurements g
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clear evidence for a broadened density of states, in qua
tive agreement with Fig. 4~cf. Ref. 13 and original literature
cited therein!.

We close the discussion of alkali halides with a remark
the temperature dependence of the relaxation amplitud
the susceptibility~60!. Since our mean-field theory reduce
to a set of effective two-state systems, the relaxation fea

shows the well-known factor cosh(1
2bE)22 and thus vanishes

exponentially in the limitT→0, whereas the rateG tends
towards a constant. This behavior is characteristic for a lo
degree of freedom. The Mori projection approach, on
other hand, results in a constant relaxation amplitude an
rate that decreases at lowT, thus showing the generic beha
ior of collective relaxation. Again, the experimental situati
would seem not entirely conclusive, though the data
KCl:Li of Ref. 8 would suggest that both behaviors a
present, i.e., the relaxation spectrum would comprise o
particle and collective contributions.

Finally, we discuss recent Raman light-scattering exp
ments on mixed fluorite crystals (MF2)(12c)(LF3)c , with
M5Ca,Sr,Ba.15 The reported data give strong evidence th
the coupled density of statesD(E) of the two-level systems
increases linearly withc in the rangec50.0520.5, i.e.,
D(E)5cD0(E); it would seem that the shape functio
D0(E) does not change in this range.

We consider it very likely that the broad distribution
two-level energies observed in Ref. 15 arises from ela
coupling of LF3 tunneling states. In our model the couple
density of states of two-level systems is given by

D~E!5
D̃0

2

E2
r~E!. ~68!

With expression~39! for r(E) one easily finds thatD(E)
varies over a wide range asE22 and increases withc.
Though these dependences onE and c qualitatively agree
with the data of Ref. 15, this experiment certainly require
more careful study of the high-doping case. Possible disc
ancies with the present description for this particular c
arise from the manner in which defect crystals can, or can
become glassy at high doping, an issue to which we n
turn.

C. Crossover to glassy behavior

The appearance in our theory of a broad spectrum of
citation energies and a correspondingly broad spectrum
relaxation rates due to interaction effects at high doping
reminiscent of the physics characteristic of structural glas
In this sense, our mean-field approach appears to descr
crossover to glassy physics at high doping. Indeed, one
the original motivations for studying defect crystals has be
that they constitute systems in which—unlike in glasses—
nature of the tunneling excitations is well understood, a
which at the same time offer the possibility of approachin
glassy limit by increasing the defect concentration~for a re-
cent review, see Ref. 27!. It should, however, be noted tha
the type of solely interaction-mediated glassiness descr
in the present paper is different from that believed to
scribe glasses proper in one essential aspect: while tunn
systems do occur with a broad distribution of asymmetr
a-
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there is—unlike in glasses—no corresponding randomness
barrier heights. This feature entails,28 for instance, that the
typical glassy plateau of the internal friction as a function
temperature would be absent in systems to which the pre
theory applies. On the other hand, such plateaus are kn
to develop in certain defect crystals such
(CaF2)(12c)(LF3)c , but they require defect concentration
exceeding the 10% range. There are basically two way
create the required randomness also in the barrier heig
First, it canbe solely interaction-mediated, if interactions a
translationally invariant.18 This mechanism is, however, no
available for a system of defects embedded in a crystal
host. The other possibility is to allow the crystal-field pote
tials G(v i) to vary randomly from defect site to defect sit
For highly doped defect crystals, this would seem like a
alistic, and indeed expected feature. Unfortunately, thou
there are no good theoretical models around to predict
associated kind of randomness and, in particular, its varia
with defect concentration. In this sense, glassy defect crys
are apparently not much simpler systems than struct
glasses proper.

D. Comparison with classical reorientation model

The dissipation rate~54! describes jumps between tw
quantum levels; it may be decomposed asG5G↑1G↓ ,
whereG↑ accounts for thermally activated jumps from th
ground state upwards andG↓ for the reverse process. De
tailed balance requiresG↑5e2bEG↓ ; thus we obtain with
E@kT the thermally activated rate

G↑5G̃0e2bE, ~69!

where the activation energy is, in the strong-coupling lim
given by the dipolar interaction,E52Jã2. Such a rate, with
an appropriate distribution of barrier heights, has been u
in previous work on a classical reorientation model for qu
drupolar glasses such as KBr(12c)(CN)c;

14,24 in the classical
picture the reorientation of the cyanide molecules~i.e., rota-
tion by p) requires overcoming their quadrupole-quadrup
interaction that corresponds to our 2Jã2. Thus the presen
quantum-mechanical calculation yields in the classical lim
the proper temperature dependence of the rates.~The present
rate distribution is, however, much simpler than that deriv
in Ref. 24.!

E. Assumptions, approximations and potential extensions

Here we briefly summarize once more the main assum
tions and approximations made in this paper, trying to ass
their quality, and we indicate possibilities for further im
provements.

~i! The 3D local coordinates of the impurities have be
replaced by a scalar variable, and the dipolar couplings
scalar couplings with a random sign. In the analysis of d
namical effects we have introduced a further simplificati
by truncating the Hilbert space of the single-particle effect
Hamiltonian to the ground-state doublet. Whereas the
glect of two additional spatial coordinates should be of lit
relevance, in that the simplified model still brings out t
salient features of the problem of interacting tunneling i
purities, the truncation of the one-particle Hilbert space c
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tainly breaks down as soon as the thermal energy or
mean dipolar interaction exceeds the vibrational ene
within one well of the impurity crystal potential. Yet this i
not a severe constraint for our model since the most inter
ing physics occurs at low temperatures and for dipolar c
plings comparable to the tunnel energy.

~ii ! Interactions between tunneling impurities are analyz
classically at the mean-field level. This by itself is expect
to give a reliable picture for much of the physics, as long
we are not interested in coherent quantum motion ofseveral
particles ~see below! or critical behavior associated with
phase transitions.

~iii ! In actually performing the mean-field analysis w
have replaced the distribution~3! by the Gaussian~5! with
the same variance. As discussed in Sec. VII A above, thi
certainly a most serious approximation, which is dictat
solely by the demand for analytic tractability, and which ca
not be justified on physical grounds. There would be ba
cally two possibilities to improve on this within random
bond modeling and replica techniques as used in the pre
paper. One is to consider sparse connectivity models,23 the
other to follow a cavity approach proposed by Cizeau a
Bouchaud.25 However, the former gives rise to an infinite s
of order parameters and is quantitatively more or less unt
table, the latter uses the two-state nature of Ising spins
ways so essential to the analysis that we have seen no wa
apply it to continuous degrees of freedom as they occu
the present problem. Whether techniques invented for m
els with site randomness will offer a way out of this d
lemma, is currently under study.

Note that the uncertainties with respect to the concen
tion dependence alluded to above are quite general and
in related approaches to, e.g., quantum spin sytems.26

A possible and uncontrolledad hocmodification of the
theory which would give ac1/3 behavior of theT50 suscep-
tibility at large doping instead of theAc behavior, and which
would therefore fit the high doping behavior of this quant
rather well, is briefly mentioned in our summary below.

~iv! The approximation of replica symmetry used in th
quantitative analysis of collective behavior is not expected
be a serious source of errors. We have chec
elsewhere17,18 for related systems where replica symmet
breaking effects are small, e.g., in the low-temperature s
cific heat, but also in distributions of parameters characte
ing double-well potentials.

~vi! The mean-field model itself constitutes an approxim
tion that is by no means innocuous forall questions one
might wish to look at. By mapping the pair interaction on a
effective one-particle potential, we discard all effects of t
coherent motion of the impurities. As a straightforward co
sequence, the relaxation amplitude of the susceptibility~60!
vanishes in the limit of zero temperature.

~vii ! Finally, we briefly mention minor approximation
that are of little significance with respect to the basic featu
of our model. In order to obtain simple laws in terms of th
e
y
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concentrations we have truncated various powers series
Sec. VI, even if higher-order corrections are not always ne
ligible.

VIII. SUMMARY

We have studied interacting quantum impurities in term
of a mean-field model with a Gaussian distribution for th
couplings. We briefly summarize our main results.

~i! The dipolar interaction leads to a reduction of the tun
neling amplitude and to a wide distribution of the asymmetr
energy. As a consequence, the density of states is smea
out to both to smaller and higher values as compared to t
unperturbed tunnel energyD0. Similarly, in the strong-
coupling limit the relaxation spectrum covers several orde
of magnitude. These features account for the collective n
ture of the underlying relaxation process; they are in qua
tative agreement with experiments on lithium-doped pota
sium chloride.8

~ii ! As a clear signature of interaction effects we consid
how the zero-frequency susceptibility at lowT varies with
the impurity concentrationc. The present result,x}Ac,
strongly deviates from the lawx}c22 found previously in a
different approach. Though more recent experiments
KCl:Li would seem to speak in favor of this latter result,9 the
data presently available in the strong-doping regimem.1 do
not unambiguously answer this question. Note, however, th
the Ac scaling is clearly a consequence of the ‘‘naive’
mean-field assumption of identically distributed all-to-all in
teractions. It is likely to be modified in more realistic ap
proaches. For instance, by introducing anad hoc cscaling of
our interaction parameters in an otherwise structurally u
modified mean-field approach, one would obtain ac1/3 be-
havior of theT50 susceptibility at large doping instead o
the Ac behavior.

~iii ! Since the above square-root behavior results from
generic feature of the Gaussian mean-field model, an expe
mental test of this law would be interesting for a wider clas
of models. Mean-field models with random couplings simila
to that considered in this paper are frequently studied in vie
of quantum spin glasses and other disorder quantu
systems.26

~iv! Our theory describes a crossover to glassy behavior
the ~restricted! sense that broad and rather flat distribution
of excitation energies and relaxation times develop at hig
doping. We have argued thattrue glassiness will develop in
defect crystals only when mechanisms are invoked which a
beyond those originating from defect interactions. As a co
sequence, true glassy defect crystals are almost as difficul
grasp theoretically as truly amorphous systems.
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